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Because of the complexity of the subject, these two 
sessions on DSLR Photometry will not equip you to be a 
fully fledged DSLR photometrists.

It is hoped however that your interest will be 
stimulated to the extent that, with the help of some 
literature and software, you will investigate further to 
enable you to make scientifically useful observations.  



Know how (or are willing to learn how) to operate your camera. In 
particular, be able to set the image format to RAW (CR2, NEF, etc.), shut off 
additional image-processing options, turn off auto focus, manually adjust 
focus, and mount your camera onto a tripod, piggy back on top, or at the 
prime focus, of a telescope.

Have a good working knowledge of computers and be able to install 
software on your machine and manipulate image and data files.

Highly recommended, but not required to have had some experience 
making visual variable star estimates. 

Are you ready? (Prerequisites) 



What is photometry?



Photometry

Photo - light
metry - measure



Before the invention of electronic sensors and photographic 

equipment, astronomers had only their own eyes for estimating 

the brightness of stars.

Although this technique is ancient, it is still widely practiced 

and remains useful for observing certain types of variable 

stars, especially those which are relatively bright and which 

have large variations in brightness. 



With visual estimates, there is no need for expensive, complex 

equipment, making it a highly economical method of variable 

star observing. However, visual estimates are prone to error due 

to the colour sensitivity of the human eye, age of the observer, 

experience in making visual measurements, and possible bias. 

As a result, it is often difficult to detect subtle brightness 

variations visually, and different observers will often disagree as 

to the exact brightness of a variable star by as much as several 

tenths of a magnitude. The AAVSO Manual for Visual 

Observing of Variable Stars details the process of making visual 

observations of variable stars. 



As amateur astronomers may find that measurement of 

variable stars adds a new dimension to your hobby. It is 

a real treat to see your own measurements build up the 

“light curve” of a star’s changing brightness!



Most of us with a passing interest in astronomy have 

read an astronomy magazine every so often and seen 

the stunning photos that grace their pages. 

Most of these pictures are taken with cameras attached 

to guided telescopes and heavily processed to make 

them look as good as they do. 

That is the realm of astrophotography. 



This course will take us in a different direction.

Here we're going to take a look at how you can record 

scientifically valuable photographs to measure the 

brightness of variable stars ― stars whose brightness 

change over time.

The goal of this course is to guide you through the process 

of using the same DSLR camera that you use for general 

photography to contribute scientific quality data to the 

astronomical community. 



Wider field of view image of same region, 20 sec 
exposure with 80 mm f6 refractor and Canon 600D 
DSLR, green channel image. (Mark Blackford) 

What you should, and should not, expect to see in DSLR photometry 

Spectacular image of eta Carinae 

nebula central region 

This Not this!



So photometry is the science of measuring how bright a 

particular object in the sky is. At first blush, this might not seem 

like a particularly thrilling subject, but it is actually a dynamic 

field in which amateurs can play a key role.

Although there are many types of objects for which photometry 

is important, this presentation concentrates on variable stars 

because stellar photometry is one of the easiest fields to learn 

and in which to contribute valuable measurements. 



Stars can change in brightness due to the physical processes happening 
inside, on, or near the star. By carefully observing this variability, it is 
possible to learn a great deal of information about the star and, more 
generally, astrophysical phenomena.

What are variable stars and why do we observe them? 

. In a very real sense, therefore, variable stars are like physics 

laboratories. The same fundamental physical processes that operate here 

on Earth – gravity, fluid mechanics, light and heat, chemistry, nuclear 

physics, and so on – operate exactly the same way all over the universe. 

By watching how stars change over time, we can learn why they change. 





DSLR observations of epsilon Aurigae during its 2009-2011 eclipse. Each 

data point on this plot was contributed by an amateur astronomer. 



Epsilon Aurigae (period 27 years)



Ok, so what is a DSLR 
camera?



DSLR stands for:

Digital Single Lens Reflex camera



CMOS – electronic detector

Complementary Metal Oxide Semiconductor 

DIGITAL



Single Lens

The light we see when we look through the 
viewfinder on our DSLR camera and the 
light that hits the image sensor when we 
make an exposure comes through a single 
lens. This might seem obvious until you 
consider that not all cameras work this 
way.



Reflex

Reflex gives us a clue as to how 
using the same lens to see through 
and also make the exposures is 
possible – reflection.

As you can see in the above image, 
there is a mirror placed at a 45 degree 
angle directly in the path of the light 
through the lens. This reflects the light 
upwards where it enters another 
reflective assembly above the mirror 
which corrects the image (remember, 
it’s been reflected!) and then directs it 
out of the viewfinder and into your eye.





Fig. 2.6



Many DSLR cameras come equipped with standard kit zoom 

lenses like the 18-55mm f5 lens in Figure 2.6. These types of 

lenses are relatively slow (i.e. large f-numbers) and of poor optical 

quality when used at the widest aperture setting. They may perform 

adequately when stopped down, but generally it is recommended 

that they not be used for photometry. 

High quality (and therefore relatively expensive) zoom lenses are 

suitable for DSLR photometry if care is taken to avoid zoom and 

focus creep which may occur when pointing high in the sky. 

Fixed focal length lenses are recommended for DSLR photometry 

as they generally have higher quality optics and faster f-number 

than similarly priced zoom lenses of comparable focal length. 





What is a Bayer Matrix?

A Bayer matrix is a grid of RGB filters 
on top of the pixels in the camera's 
sensor chip.





In photometry the brightness is measured at 
different wavelengths using standard filters.





Then some bright spark came up with the idea of 
doing photometry with a DSLR camera!



= ?



Is there any point in doing DSLR 
photometry rather than visual  
observing or CCD photometry?



Visual vs DSLR vs CCD observing 



Visual
Accuracy 0.1 to 0.5 
magnitude



DSLR
Accuracy 0.02 to 
0.05 magnitude



CCD camera for astronomy

CCD
Accuracy 0.01 magnitude 
or better



Three features required in a DSLR camera for it to be suitable for 
photometry.

• Must be able to record RAW format images

• Manual (or computer) control of exposure times.

• The camera lens must be able to be focused manually or 

using a computer package



Advantages of DSLR cameras

Just like CCD cameras, there is an array of pixels to measure 
multiple stars in the field of view.

By using a normal camera lens or small telephoto lenses 
(50mm-300mm), bright stars can be measured that are too 
bright for a CCD camera with a telescope.

The scatter from visual observers is usually about 0.2 -0.5 
mag, but in DSLR measurements the scatter is usually about 
an order of magnitude better (0.02-0.05 mag).



Other advantages of DSLR cameras compared with 
monochrome CCD cameras for photometry.

1. No filters are required.

2. No external power source required.

3. Records three colour channels.

4. Cost.



Also

Tracking is not necessary for short exposures.

The equipment required for bright stars and short 
exposures can be very portable.

In general, DSLR cameras are cheaper than CCDs and 
can also be used for non-astronomical purposes.



AND

Camera lenses have a wider field of view compared 
to a CCD camera and a telescope.

It is fairly easy to find a few stars around magnitude 
4 to use as comparison stars with a 50mm lens 
(about 20 degrees). 

It is not as easy to do so with a CCD camera.



Disadvantages of DSLR camera

CCD cameras are more sensitive than DSLR cameras. This lets 
them capture fainter stars. 

High quality CCD cameras are cooled to reduce thermal 
electronic noise.

DSLR cameras generate more noise than CCD cameras, which 
increases uncertainty of measurements and makes it harder to 
measure faint objects.



DSLR camera features to avoid for photometry 

JPEG images should never be used in astronomical 

photometry. 

Some cameras have a de-noising or image enhancement 

function that modifies the underlying data, possibly 

corrupting the photometric data in the process. 

Functions that measure the illumination of a scene, and 

autofocus, are nearly useless for stellar photometry. 



Modern DSLR cameras have 14 bit analogue-to-digital 

converters (ADC) which nominally should give a maximum 

ADU value of (2e14 – 1) = 16383.

Some older cameras have a 12 bit ADC with nominal 

maximum ADU value of (2e12 – 1) = 4095. 



. 

Mounting the camera



Tripods and mounts 

The camera needs to be attached to some kind of mount in order to obtain images of good 

quality; a hand-held camera will not provide enough stability to take data-quality images.

There are a number of ways to mount a camera, with a fixed tripod being the simplest and 

least expensive. 

It is also possible to mount a camera equipped with a lens on an equatorial mount – a 

mount that follows the movement of the sky – or to attach (or “piggy-back”) a camera 

onto a telescope that’s on an equatorial mount. Doing so has the benefit of letting your 

camera point at exactly the same location in space as it moves across the sky during the 

night. 

Finally, you can also attach a digital camera to a telescope focuser, in essence turning the 

telescope itself into a lens for the camera.. 



. 

Which of these you use is a matter of personal 

preference and resources. While you can obtain good 

quality data with any of these mounts, your choice of 

mount will define what objects you can observe, and 

how you observe them

Use what you have!



Filters and response curves



There are dozens of astronomical photometric filters 

covering the ultra violet, visible and infrared regions of the 

electromagnetic spectrum.

Each designed to extract specific astrophysical 

information

The ones most relevant to us are the Johnson B and V 

and the Cousins R filters which are the most widely used 

ones in the part of the spectrum DSLR detectors are 

sensitive to. 



The spectral response of the DSLR camera’s 
b, g and r channels is not the same as the 
standard photometric B,V and R filters





. 

The values from the b, v and r  channels thus 
need to “transformed” to approximate the 
standard B, V and R filters. 



. 

Stars with significant spectral emission or absorption 
lines are unsuitable for DSLR photometry if transformed 
magnitudes are required, but these pathological stars 
can be observed by DSLR if you report non-transformed 
magnitudes.



At this point in the nova’s evolution transformed DSLR R magnitudes were 

systematically lower by about 0.4 magnitudes than measurements made with CCD 

cameras through Cousins R filters. This was due to the intense H-alpha line. 

On the other hand, transformed DSLR B and V magnitudes were systematically too 

bright by about 0.2 and 0.1 magnitudes, respectively, due mostly to the H-beta line



Finding and framing the field 

● Learn to use star charts to find fields visually and/or with binoculars. 

● Practice on easy-to-find and frame fields. 

● Locate the nearest bright star to your target area. Use it for rough alignment. 

● Looking through a camera that is pointing high in the sky is difficult for 

many people. Consider purchasing a right-angle finder for the camera. 

● Purchase a red dot finder that attaches to your camera’s flash hot shoe. 

Take one test exposure and examine it on your camera. Use your camera’s 

zoom-in feature to identify asterisms which may help you with further 

alignment. 



The FOV needs to be large enough to include a 

good set of comparison stars in addition to the 

target star. 

A short focal length lens has a wide 

FOV, thus it is well-suited for measuring 

bright variables (bright comparison stars 

are generally farther apart than faint 

ones). 



FOV (degrees) = 57 x sensor size (mm) / focal length (mm) 







Figure shows the familiar constellation Orion and illustrates how the area 

of sky captured by a DSLR depends on the focal length of the lens used. 



Identifying the star field









. 

Software requirements for DSLR photometry



Minimum requirements for DSLR photometry software

• Support for the RAW format of your camera

• Integrated image calibration (bias, dark and flat frame correction)

• Extraction of individual colour channels

• Photometric analysis



Software

Some examples: 

IRIS: free software. Not the most user friendly interface.

AIP4WIN: cost about $100. Includes a good book on 
image processing.

MaximDL: cost ranges from $200-$700. Higher-end 
software.





Before we start taking images of star 
fields the camera needs to be calibrated 



A series of calibration images must be 

taken in addition to your science images.

These bias, dark, and flat images 

characterize constant offsets, unequal 

illumination caused by your optics, and hot 

pixels (or other non-linearity) in your 

camera’s detector. 



Bias frames

The master is made by stacking a number of shots taken in absolute dark, of 
very short exposure.

The ISO value used for the science images
Bias frames can be collected at any time because sensor temperature and 
focus setting are not important.

A separate master bias frame should be made for each ISO setting used for 
science images.

Block view finder, lens cap on, room darkened) and the shortest exposure 
time your camera allows (e.g. 1/4000th sec). 



Bias frames

Highly-stretched master bias frame showing fixed pattern noise 

with amplitude of a few of ADUs (ISO 200). (Mark Blackford)



Bias and systematic offsets are present in all 

science and calibration images. They are 

removed by subtraction of a master bias frame 



Dark frames

Any possible leak of light into the camera must be 
eliminated (viewfinder covered and lens cap on)

ISO set to the same value as the science image.

Exposure set to the same time as the science image
.
The ambient conditions should be the same as for the 
science images.



Line profile showing ADU values along an approximately 500-pixel section of a long exposure image. 

The fluctuations around ~2140 counts (ADU) are due to random noise. The prominent spikes are hot 

pixels. (Mark Blackford) 



Although dark impulses are a truly annoying 

anomaly in astrophotography, they have less of an 

impact in photometry where the light is 

(intentionally) dispersed over a few hundred pixels. 

Background subtraction and stacking/averaging also 

reduces the impact of dark impulses. 



Flat frames

Focus and aperture should be set to the same as 
the science image.

The ISO setting should be the same as the 
science image



Flat frames

Flat field frames are images of an evenly illuminated source which 

reveal asymmetries or artifacts in your camera’s optical setup.

Unlike dark correction, flat field correction is mandatory for all images 

intended for photometry.

Flat field images must be recorded with the camera and telescope/lens 

in the same configuration (focus, f-stop, ISO, etc.) used for the science 

images. Exposure times should be adjusted to avoid saturation. 



Flat frames

“Finding or making such an evenly illuminated source 

is surprisingly difficult and has led to many, shall we 

say, interesting discussions at AAVSO conferences. 

Thus we cannot (and dare not) advocate one particular 

technique. Before presenting a few popular options, we 

offer a few general words of advice.” 

Mark Blackford



A highly-stretched image of an evenly illuminated light box. (Mark 

Blackford) 

In the image we can see several of 

the aforementioned artifacts. The 

circular splotches are caused by 

dust on the optics, the reduced 

intensity in the corners is due to 

vignetting, and the vertical and 

horizontal lines are due to pixel 

sensitivity variations and 

electronic noise. Although not 

obvious to the eye, these artifacts

are also present in science images 

and should be removed before 

photometry is undertaken 



Science frames

The ISO setting not more than 400.

The image should be defocused to give spread over several pixels.

Exposure time set low enough so that saturation of the images of stars of interest 
does not occur.

Exposure times should be limited so that stars are not trailed beyond the limits 
that the software can measure.



. 

ISO settings higher than 400 not generally recommended for
photometry.

The recommended setting at ISO 400 is a compromise 

between optimum sensitivity and dynamic range.  At ISO 

400 and above, the output will record every electron 

collected by the photodiode. 

At much lower ISO settings sensitivity is lost and at much 

higher ISO settings the dynamic range is reduced and 

scintillation can become problematic.



Checking Defocus 

The star image should extend over many pixels 

and not be overly elongated due to trailing 



. 

.

Nova Cen 2013 (V1369 Cen) light curves in B (blue line), V (green line) and 

R (red line) from images recorded with insufficient defocus. The oscillations 

are an artefact of the Bayer filter array, periodic error in the mount and drift 

due to imperfect polar alignment. (Mark Blackford) 









The End part 1
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1. Initialize IRIS 
2. Check raw images 
3. Load and convert images 
4. Create master calibration frames 
5. Perform Bias and Dark subtraction, then Flat  division 
6. Align and stack 
7. Extract red, green and blue channel images 
8. Perform Aperture photometry 
9. Option - Analyse each image instead stacking the images. 



Camera settings



Almost all DSLR variable-star projects use 

“differential photometry”, in which the 

brightness of the target variable star is 

compared to the brightness of a nearby star 

of known constant brightness – a 

“comparison star”. 



. 

The easiest way to avoid issues with saturation is to 

simply keep the maximum intensity for the target, 

check and comparison stars below 75% of the 

maximum value for your camera

.

If you have an older 12-bit camera, the maximum 

intensity is 2e12 or 4096 counts, so you would need to 

keep the intensity below about 3100 counts to be safe.

For a 14-bit camera, 12300 counts would be the cutoff. 

These numbers are very conservative but allow for 

changes in observing conditions, such as seeing or 

transparency, that might push a star into saturation. 



The easiest way to avoid issues with saturation is to simply keep the 

maximum intensity for the target, check and comparison stars below 

75% of the maximum value for your camera

. If you have an older 12-bit camera, the maximum intensity is 2e12 or 

4096 counts, so you would need to keep the intensity below about 3100 

counts to be safe.

For a 14-bit camera, 12300 counts would be the cut-off. 



Master bias frame



Measurement aperture radius (pixels):  9

Sky annulus inner ring radius (pixels):  13

Sky annulus outer ring radius (pixels):  18

Selecting the measurement and annulus radii 

Based on the growth cuve select as follows:



Determine Photometry Aperture Size 



The AAVSO DSLR Observing Manual - Supplemental Information

Photometry Software Calibration and Photometry Tutorials AAVSO
Version 1.0

49 Bay State Road
Cambridge, MA 02138
email: aavso@aavso.org
Copyright 2014 AAVSO
ISBN 978-1-939538-07-9





Aperture photometry









<< Instrument magnitudes



Object # 1
Object # 2
Object # 3
Object # 4
Object # 5

Time                          Target     Check          #1            #2            #3
2456908.8710600   -10.543   -12.110   -12.950   -11.369   -11.700  
2456908.8715741   -10.544   -12.104   -12.984   -11.372   -11.693  
2456908.8720833   -10.537   -12.102   -12.954   -11.360   -11.704  
2456908.8725926   -10.504   -12.097   -12.961   -11.369   -11.700  
2456908.8731134   -10.570   -12.118   -12.967   -11.364   -11.696  
2456908.8736227   -10.540   -12.102   -12.977   -11.354   -11.690  
2456908.8741319   -10.567   -12.101   -12.973   -11.332   -11.702  
2456908.8746412   -10.501   -12.114   -12.965   -11.371   -11.693  
2456908.8751505   -10.510   -12.091   -12.965   -11.366   -11.693  
2456908.8756713   -10.538   -12.093   -12.975   -11.361   -11.695  

Object # 6
Object # 7
Object # 8

#4           #5             #6  
2456908.8710600   -11.441   -10.703   -12.178   
2456908.8715741   -11.438   -10.727   -12.199   
2456908.8720833   -11.468   -10.639   -12.218   
2456908.8725926   -11.468   -10.696   -12.205   
2456908.8731134   -11.447   -10.703   -12.198   
2456908.8736227   -11.451   -10.721   -12.204   
2456908.8741319   -11.432   -10.693   -12.200   
2456908.8746412   -11.441   -10.735   -12.197   
2456908.8751505   -11.449   -10.690   -12.183   
2456908.8756713   -11.451   -10.691   -12.215

Instrument Magnitudes



AUID RA Dec Label V B-V Comments

000-BBR-306 10:17:04.98 
[154.27075195°]

-61:19:56.3 [-
61.33230591°]

34 3.400 (0.100)
22

1.540 (0.173)

000-BBR-115 10:03:34.12 
[150.89216614°]

-61:53:02.5 [-
61.88402939°]

61 6.140 (0.100)
22

-0.040 (0.173) BINO_COMP

000-BKS-909 10:02:49.41 
[150.70587158°]

-62:09:24.0 [-
62.1566658°]

64 6.404 (0.030)
20

1.703 (0.045) BINO_COMP, slightly 
variable (6.38-6.43), 
only for visual use

000-BBR-233 10:13:21.18 
[153.33825684°]

-61:39:31.8 [-
61.65883255°]

64 6.410 (0.100)
22

-0.110 (0.173)

000-BKS-915 10:05:44.28 
[151.43449402°]

-61:10:20.3 [-
61.17230606°]

70 7.045 (0.015)
20

1.440 (0.021) BINO_COMP

000-BJJ-642 10:07:03.08 
[151.76283264°]

-61:12:52.4 [-
61.21455383°]

72 7.163 (0.032)
1

0.074 (0.057) BINO_COMP

000-BBR-226 10:11:49.85 
[152.95770264°]

-61:32:31.0 [-
61.5419426°]

72 7.173 (0.032)
1

-0.096 (0.057)

000-BKS-916 10:08:55.27 
[152.23028564°]

-61:11:32.9 [-
61.19247055°]

75 7.494 (0.020)
20

1.080 (0.032) BINO_COMP

000-BJJ-643 10:11:14.67 
[152.81112671°]

-61:46:06.1 [-
61.76836014°]

75 7.460 (—)
20

1.070 (—) HD 88624,NSV 4778 
#VSP_VOLUME_01.TXT 
NOMAD ID:0282-
0189836 8.519T 
7.464T 6.810B 0.11

000-BKS-917 10:05:08.23 
[151.2842865°]

-61:40:54.4 [-
61.68177795°]

78 7.765 (0.016)
12

1.626 (0.030) BINO_COMP

000-BBR-201 10:08:13.93 
[152.05804443°]

-61:45:38.8 [-
61.76077652°]

80 7.977 (0.032)
1

1.028 (0.059) BINO_COMP

AAVSO Variable Star Plotter

Photometry for S CAR



Comparison star details





With a few precautions CCD photometrists imaging through a 

medium to long focal length telescope can safely ignore the 

effects of atmospheric extinction. 

This is not always true for DSLR photometrists using a 

standard or telephoto lens where the relatively wide field of 

view can lead to significant differences in airmass across the 

image. 

Atmospheric extinction. 



Calculation spreadsheet from AAVSO





. 

How accurately should the time be recorded?



Equipment required to detect an exoplanet!



HD 189733



AAVSO DSLR Photometry Course







Choose your working path (where you have COPIES of your raw image files). 



Threshold settings





Converting a Sequence of Raw Image Files 







This step identifies the 

same stars in each 

image and determines 

what translations 

and/or rotations are 

required to align them. 



Sequence RGB separation 









IN CONCLUSION

Amateurs using nothing more than everyday photographic equipment 
and some specialized software can participate in observing 
programmmes of bright variable stars. 

DSLR photometry opens up for visual observers the many bright stars that 
vary by less than 0.5 magnitude. 

With some extra care, DSLR cameras have the precision to detect small 
magnitude changes due to events such as exoplanet transits. 

Just one of many ways for amateurs to fill in the gaps where professional 
astronomers do not have the resources.



The material for this training session was largely 
based on :

The AAVSO DSLR Observing Manual

The AAVSO DSLR Observing Manual  - Supplemental Information 
Photometry Software Calibration and Photometry Tutorials.

The calculation software spreadsheet and other spread sheets were 
produced by Mark Blackford of the AAVSO 



www.aavso.org/dslr-observing-manual



END Part 2





Schematic representation of the components of a CMOS detector 







Photometry, in astronomy, is the 

measurement of the brightness of stars and 
other celestial objects such as nebulae, galaxies, 
planets and asteroids 



Timing of eclipsing binaries





. To properly account for these effects, you 

must take a series of calibration frames and 

perform a number of mathematical operations 

on your science frames including subtraction 

of bias and dark frames to remove the fixed-

component noise and division of the resulting 

image by a flat frame to remove the effects of 

vignetting and pixel-to-pixel sensitivity 

variations as well as dust shadows. 



Master flat frame


